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 IZMX16 air circuit -breakers, INX16 switch-disconnectors







The innovative concept of the IZMX16 
makes it possible to install two with-
drawable circuit-breakers in a 600 mm 
wide section. This enables more 
economical section design and also 
saves operating space. This additional 
performance in a minimum of space 
goes far beyond the standard available 
worldwide.



The circuit-breakers can be used in 
four main application areas depending 
on the type of equipment to be 
protected:
� System protection,
� Motor protection,
� Transformer protection,
� Generator protection.

These key applications make different 
demands on the switches, which are 
met with a range of control units.


They are particularly suitable for 
synchronization tasks.


Beside the IZMX16 circuit-breakers, 
INX16 switch-disconnectors are 
available. These are used, for 
example, as coupler switches 
between different power supplies.



The retrofitting of accessories is made 
considerably easy thanks to the 
efficient �plug & work� technology. 
Accessory drawers and snap-fit 
mechanisms makes it possible to fit 
the latest accessories with virtually no 
tools. This  allows you to respond 
flexibly to changing requirements 
within your system.




� With the new IZMX16, you select 
a basic device that is already fitted 
with an electronic release.

� The standard mounting is on a 
horizontal mounting plate or on 
horizontal traverses in the switching 
cabinet. The IZMX16 can also be 
fastened to vertical mounting plates.

� With four-pole devices, the neutral 
conductor is arranged on the left 
(front view).

� The neutral conductor can be 
loaded 100% like the phase 
conductors.

� The circuit-breakers are provided 
with a standard mechanical reclos-
ing lockout. After an overload trip, 
the fault is usually examined first of 
all. After the fault is identified and 
rectified, the mechanical reclosing 
lockout is reset by pressing the red 
mechanical trip indicator on the 
front of the circuit-breaker.

�  An �Automatic Reset� can be 
ordered as an option. This enables 
the circuit-breaker to be restored to 
operation immediately at any time 
after the spring-operated stored 
energy mechanism is retensioned. 
In these applications compulsory 
fault analysis is intentionally 
avoided.

� The number of control cable 
terminals depends on the 
accessories fitted.

� If a cassette is ordered without the 
basic device, this can be already 
fitted with the maximum number of 
control cable terminals. For greater 
economy in large plants, the 
cassette is also offered without 
control circuit terminals so that 
fitting can be carried out later at the 
installation or when the required 
accessories are determined at a 
later time.

� 2 changeover contacts are provided 
as standard for ON/OFF status 
indication.

� A coding mechanism between the 
basic device and the cassette pre-
vents impermissible combinations 
(�Rejection Interlock�).




Some order types from the past can no 
longer be found since the following 
options are now already part of the 
standard scope of delivery:
� The door escutcheon is now always 

included in the scope of delivery. 
With withdrawable designs this is 
supplied with the cassette (with-
rawable unit).

� On withdrawable units the circuit-
breaker can be pulled out to inspect 
the arc chutes. With fixed units, it is 
recommended that sufficient space 
is provided above the circuit-
breaker to enable inspection. 
An additional cover is not required.

� All basic devices that are provided 
with universal protection (with 
Digitrip 520M�), now feature a 
display. 

� On each circuit-breaker the 
integrated Digitrip electronic 
release is factory fitted with a 
sealable protective cover.

� If a motor operator is ordered, the 
�Spring-operated stored energy 
mechanism tensioned� indicator 
switch is automatically provided.



� The design of the main terminal 
offers maximum flexibility. The 
horizontal terminal can be rotated 
simply at the installation so that it 
can also be used as a vertical 
connection. With withdrawable 
units, additional terminal pieces can 
even be dispensed with. 
The cassette of the IZMX16 offers 
an integrated flange terminal to 
which the system busbars can be 
connected directly. For this reason, 
the main terminal pieces for IZMX16 
are not part of the standard scope of 
delivery. Don�t forget to order 
additionally required terminal 
pieces if needed.

� Thanks to the separate mounting 
position, a switching operations 
counter can now be used also 
independently of a motor operator. 

� Withdrawable unit operation:
The unit is actuated with a hand 
crank supplied as a standard 
feature and has a secure position
 in the basic device. This is now 
possible also with a standard tool 
(square drive socket 1/4").



� The standard protection functions 
of the IZMX16 operate generally 
independently of an external control 
voltage supply. The power supply 
of the electronics unit, for example 
for overload and short-circuit 
protection, is implemented via the 
current transformers integrated in 
the circuit-breaker.

� The universal release unit with 
display can be fed with a 24 V DC 
supply if required so that the display 
function can also be used without a 
load. An external 24 V DC power 
supply is needed if communication 
functions are required.
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For the IZMX16, PROFIBUS-DP or Modbus RTU are optionally available as fieldbus 
connections. Communication modules  IZMX-PCAM and IZMX-MCAM are compact 
units for direct mounting in the auxiliary terminal strip. On retrofitting, four modular 
terminals are replaced with one communication module. This is possible for both for 
fixed and withdrawable units. The terminals provide all data available in the trip 
block to the fieldbus, including switching state, current, voltage, power, energy, and 
diagnostic information such as overcurrent, phase asymmetry and overvoltage. 
Through the bus the motor operator can also be remotely controlled.



The communications modules can be used in combination with IZMX16 circuit-
breakers �-U or IZMX16�-P� (in preparation) circuit-breakers.





Communications module IZMX-PCAM has a 9-pin D-Sub socket for connection to 
PROFIBUS. The module works as a slave on PROFIBUS-DP; the data is defined 
through a standardized device master data file, which permits smooth integration of 
IZMX in a DP line.
� On the PROFIBUS-DP side the module supports automatic baud rate detection; 

the PROFIBUS-DP bus address is set through the trip unit�s display. The maximum 
cable length is 2.4 km.

� To operate the IZMX-PCAM, a supply voltage of 24 V DC is required.
� The data connection to the circuit-breaker is implemented internally through a 

serial high--speed data connection.



The data on PROFIBUS-DP are offered according to the profile for low-voltage 
switchgear (LVSG) of PROFIBUS International (PROFIBUS and PROFINET User 
Group). Five different data structures with varying numbers of parameters are 
available through the device master data file. This allows a data filter to be easily 
implemented, which simplifies integration of the IZM data into the control system.

 











Communications module IZMX-MCAM has a plug-in screw terminal for connection 
to Modbus. The module operates as a Modbus slave.
� Baud rate, data format and address (max. 247) for Modbus are set with the input 

keys of the trip unit. The maximum cable length is 1.2 km.
� The Modbus must be terminated with a 120  terminating resistor.
� To operate the IZMX-PCAM, a supply voltage of 24 V DC is required.
� The data connection to the circuit-breaker is implemented internally through a 

serial high-speed data connection.



The data is contained in comprehensive data tables. Each data point is available as 
floating-point (IEEE) or fixed-point value. This variance allows the integration of the 
IZMX to be adapted to the Modbus architecture. This enables a simple means of im-
plementing a data filter, which facilitates the integration of IZMX data in the
control system.



Operator manual
For device series IZM26:
AWB1230-1621de (deutsch) 
AWB1230-1621en (english)
AWB1230-1622de (deutsch) 
AWB1230-1622en (english)

For device series IZMX16:
AWB1230-1623de (deutsch) 
AWB1230-1623en (english)
AWB1230-1624de (deutsch) 
AWB1230-1624en (english)
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